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Claimant represented by the HONORABLE M. SCOTT WILLHITE, Attorney at Law,
Jonesboro, Arkansas.

Respondent represented by the HONORABLE JIMMY GAZAWAY, Attorney at Law,
Paragould, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted in the above style claim to determine the claimant’s entitlement

to workers’ compensation benefits.  On April 11, 2011, a pre-hearing conference was conducted

in this claim, from which a Pre-hearing Order of the same date was filed.  The Pre-hearing Order

reflects the issues to be addressed during the course of the hearing and the contentions of the

parties relative to same.  The Pre-Hearing Order is herein designated a part of the record as

Commission Exhibit #1.  At the time of the hearing the respondent conceded that the requisite

number of employees were employed such that Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission

has jurisdiction of this claim, and that workers’ compensation insurance was not in place, nor was

it an authorized self-insured employer at the time of the claimed injury.  Further, the parties

stipulated that the claimant’s average weekly wage was $42.00.

The testimony of Richard L. Kaczmarski - the claimant; Ward Robinson; Tommy Clowers;

and Richard Phillips, coupled with medical reports and other documents comprise the record in
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this claim.  During the hearing, the claimant amended his claim for temporary total disability to

cover the period December 5, 2010 through May 11, 2011. (T. 40).

DISCUSSION

Richard Lee Kaczmarski, the claimant, with a date of birth of October 17, 1958, is a

graduate of Maynard High School.  The claimant denies that he had any limitations in his left

shoulder before October 9, 2010.  The claimant described his medical condition as good,

specifically with respect to his left shoulder.  

The claimant denied seeing a medical doctor for any problems regarding his left shoulder

before October 2010.  Further, the claimant denied that he took any pain medication on any

regular basis for his left shoulder before October 2010.  

The claimant offered that he commenced his employment for Ward’s Livestock Auction

sometime in mid-2010.  The testimony of the claimant reflects, regarding his job duties:

Oh, separate cattle and put them in the pens and 
whatever needed to be done, you know.  It’s mainly just 
put them in pens and work the scale bin. (T. 11).

Respondent is a Paragould livestock selling operation.  Livestock handled through respondent 

range from hogs, sheep, goats, to cattle and horses.  

The claimant asserts that he suffered an injury to his left shoulder within the course and 

scope of his employment on October 9, 2010.  In describing the mechanics of his injury, the 

claimant testified:

Well, the day went pretty good, I mean, normal, you
know, and then we sold calves first, and then went to the big
cows, and that’s actually when things began to happen, you
know.

Well, you sell them, you run them through the ring, 
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and then you put them on the weight scale, you weigh them 
up, and you shoot them up, and put them in the pen.  That’s, 
more or less, what they do, you know, to different buyers or 
different individuals that buy them.  You know, you separate 
them and put them where they belong. (T. 11-12).

The claimant explained the he injured himself in the scale pen.  The claimant described the scale 

pen as an enclosure of about ten (10) feet wide and about twenty (20) feet.  The claimant 

continued, regarding the scale pen:

Well, there’s a scale, and it’s got cattle panels on the 
bottom of the floor, and it’s wooded up, and a big gate on one
end and a big gate on the other end. (T. 12). 

The claimant testified that there were two (2) cows in the area at the time of his injury.  The 

claimant was also in the area.  The testimony of the claimant reflects, regarding the accident:

Well, we needed to get one out, and that’s what the deal
was, you know.  I started to bring them back to Ward and the 
other gentleman, Richard, that was up there, and help them 
separate them.  And I don’t know what happened, and all of a
sudden, they said, “Let it go,” you know, “and let her go to the
back.”  So in the meantime, I turned around, and one of them, 
they were pretty tough, you know, they were mean cattle.  And 
one head butted me in my lower hind-end area and sent me in the
air.  And the next thing I know, I landed on my left shoulder and
put a piece of steel in my head right there.  And I was pretty dazed
after that, and couldn’t even hardly go over there and open the gate
to let me out, because I was - - they just ate me up, you know, and
stepped on my back.  And after that, you know - - (T. 13).

The clamant testified that he was in the weight pen, and offered that the cows weighed thirteen

hundred (1,300) pounds.

The testimony of the claimant reflects, regarding the symptoms he experienced as a result

of being flipped in the air by the cow and landing on his left shoulder:

Well, right after that, I couldn’t raise my arm to get
out, so another gentleman had to come help me out of there.
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I mean, I was pretty dazed.  I broke my glasses, and I couldn’t
- - you know what I mean, it was a big shock to my system, you
know, and then they kept coming after me.  I balled up in a fetal
position just trying to keep them from walking on me. (T. 14).

The claimant testified that the incident occurred between 3:00 and 4:00 o’clock.

The claimant testified that he went to doctor at Hines Medical Clinic on October 11, 2010. 

The claimant explained that his family doctor is Hines Medical Clinic.  The testimony of the

claimant reflects that he was not directed to Hines Medical Clinic by respondent.  The claimant

added that he did not make a request for medical treatment to anyone at the livestock auction. 

Regarding the afore, the claimant testified:

I just figured it was just bruised.  You know, I didn’t 
know I was hurt that bad really. (T. 15).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that he was referred by Hines Medical Clinic to Paragould

Orthopedic and Dr. Schechter.   The claimant was followed by Dr. Schechter until he performed

surgery on the left shoulder on January 19, 2011.  The claimant offered that he continues to be

followed by Dr. Schechter, with an appointment scheduled for June 2011.  The claimant testified

that his medical treatment in connection with his left shoulder injury has been furnished by the

nurse practitioner at Hines Medical Clinic and Dr. Schechter.  

The claimant testified that has paid for some of the medical care provided in connection

with his injury.  The claimant further offered that his wife’s insurance from the state has paid

some.  The claimant’s wife is disabled and has insurance paid out of her retirement check.  The

claimant identified the health insurance carrier as Health Advantage or Blue Cross Blue Shield.  

The claimant testified that he has not been able to work a full-time job between October

11, 2010, and May 11, 2011.  The claimant added:
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No, sir, I couldn’t work a steady eight (8) hours, no, sir. (T. 17)

The claimant acknowledged getting a job beginning May 11, 2011 working for the Randolph

County Road Department driving a truck.  The claimant maintains that once he completed the

physical therapy, which was ordered by Dr. Schechter on March 10, 2011, he started looking for

a job.   The claimant’s testimony reflects that up until March 2011, he could not physically work

in light of his left shoulder condition.  The claimant attributed his inability to work to the

limitation on lifting heavy weights and limitation on his ability to reach above shoulder level with

the left arm.  The claimant noted that he still has a lot of pain.   

The claimant testified that he continues to take prescription medication [Hydrocodone]

prescribed by the Debra Miles, nurse practitioner at Hines Medical Center.  The testimony of the

claimant reflects that prior to October 2010, he took Hydrocodone for his right knee complaint

and cancer.  The claimant had previous health problems, to included cancer.

The claimant testified that the manager of Wards’s Livestock Auction is Ward Robinson,

who was present at the time of his October 9, 2010, accidental injury.  As to Mr. Ward’s

knowledge of the occurrence of his left shoulder injury, the claimant testified:

I pretty much think so.  He didn’t come out and tell
me, but he said, I think he seen me fly through the air.  I was
tough.  Yeah, I got hurt.  He’s a friend of mine. (T. 20).

The claimant identified the other employees of respondent that were present and working at the

time he got hurt:

A guy called Uncle Tom, Richard Phillips, and Hunter,
and I think there’s a boy named Brother.(T. 21).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that he has never previously filed a lawsuit.  The claimant

explained that the reason he filed the present workers’ compensation claim was because he could
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not afford all the medical bills.  The claimant denies that he sustained the injury to his left shoulder

any place other then the October 9, 2010, accident while working for respondent.

The claimant testified that he would generally work six (6) hours on Saturday for

respondent and that he was paid approximately $6.00, per hour for the hours he worked.  The

claimant denies having worked any from October 9, 2010 until May 11, 2011. 

During cross-examination, the claimant testified that before his employment by respondent

he worked as a truck driver and drove a semi grain truck.  The claimant was also self-employed as

Lee’s Bulldozing, for two (2) years, 2008 and 2009, operating a bulldozer.  The testimony of the

claimant reflects that there was a break between the time he ceased his business operating the

bulldozer and his 2009, employment by respondent, during which time he drove a grain truck for

Davidson Farms.

The claimant testified that he worked for Davidson Farm while also working for

respondent, and did so until his injury October 9, 2010, in the employment of respondent.  The

claimant described his duties operating the grain truck as covering the load grain with the tarp and

delivering the grain to its destination.  The claimant was not involved in loading the grain on the

truck.  

At the time he operated his own business, claimant had a D4C Dozer with six (6) way

blade and excavator equipped, which he owned.  The claimant described the afore equipment as

“small” noting that it sits four (4) feet off the ground.  The claimant denies that the injury to his

left shoulder was the product of a fall from the bulldozer.  The claimant denies ever making such a

statement to Ward Robinson and requesting that he turn it in on the liability insurance policy of

same.
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The claimant’s testimony reflects that he has been taking Hydrocodone since he had

cancer in 2003.  The claimant testified that he takes the Hydrocodone of migraine headaches,

however denied that he developed an addiction.  The claimant denies ever taking the

Hydrocodone to the point that he becomes intoxicated.

The claimant confirmed that he went the Hines Medical Clinic on October 11, 2010, and

provided a history of being flipped over and trampled by cattle while working for respondent.  At

one point, the claimant testified that he went to the doctor on October 9, 2010, and was

scheduled for x-rays on October 11, 2010.  The claimant maintains that he was treated with

Oxycontin following the October 9, 2010, injury.  

The claimant denies suffering an injury to his left shoulder before the October 9, 2010,

accident.  Claimant concedes that he may have relayed to the doctor that he was “ate up with

arthritis all over”.   The claimant attributes the pain from the arthritis to his right knee.  

The claimant underwent an MRI of his left shoulder on November 11, 2010.  Initially, the

claimant maintained that his doctor did not discuss the presence of bursitis with him. Later, the

claimant conceded that there might have been a discussion regarding degenerative changes and

bursitis.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that he applied for Social Security Disability

because he previously had cancer.  The afore claim was denied.  

 The claimant acknowledged that his work for respondent was not limited to the actual

sale barn.  The claimant also hauled cattle.  The claimant went on extended trips hauling cattle, to

include going to Texas hauling cattle.  The claimant testified that while he went to Texas hauling

cattle for respondent with Tommy Clowers, he never went on such a trip with Ward Robinson. 

The claimant testified that he went to AA meetings twenty (20) years ago, however denies that he
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went to NA meetings.

The claimant previously testified that he was unable to work following the October 9,

2010, accident until May 11, 2011.  The exhibit of respondent reflects that the claimant received a

check from respondent on October 9, 2010.  The claimant concedes that he returned to work for

respondent on October 16, 2010, and on October 23, 2010.  The claimant was paid on October

24, 2010, for nine (9) hours of work   The evidence reflects, and the claimant confirmed, that he

received three (3) checks from respondent in November 2010.  On November 6, 2010, the

claimant worked from 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p. m., a total of six (6) hours; on November 13, 2010,

the claimant did some hauling for respondent; on November 20, 2010, the claimant worked six (6)

hours, from 11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; and on December 4, 2010, the claimant worked from 12:30

p.m. to 7:00 p.m.  (RX #1).

The claimant denies that he ever came to the livestock barn of respondent intoxicated. 

Likewise, the claimant denies that he ever attempted to sell his pain meds or give anybody any of

the pain pills.  The claimant asserts that Mr. Robinson attempted to talk him out of having the left

shoulder surgery performed.

During re-direct examination, the claimant testified that Dr. Schecther did discuss with

him the presence of a large rotator cuff tear.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that during

the surgery hardware was placed in his shoulder by his surgeon.  

The claimant acknowledged that he continued to work for respondent until sometime in

December 2010.  The claimant maintains that during the time he continued to work following the

October 9, 2010, accident, “it hurt like heck”. (T. 38).  The claimant testified that the last day that

he work for respondent was December 4, 2010.  Regarding the termination of the employment on
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the December 4, 2010, date, the claimant testified:

Well, I went to driving a truck for him.  It was over with. (T. 38).

The claimant denies that he was fired.  As to why he did not work for respondent on December 

11, 2010, the claimant responded:

I probably hauled some cattle to San Angelo.  I just didn’t
see there was going to be enough money to go that far that long for
the time. (T. 38).

The claimant asserts that he was not able to work between December 4, 2010, and when he had 

his surgery on January 19, 2011.  The claimant’s testimony reflects, regarding the afore:

No, not really.  I just suffered through it to get disability, 
because my family, we got throwed out of our house.  I was just 
trying to provide until I did go get cut, because I knew this was a 
two (2) year deal. (T. 39).

During further cross-examination the claimant testified that Mr. Robinson never told him

that he was fired or to never come back, however concedes that “his kinfolk” did tell him never to

come back to the livestock barn.  The testimony of the claimant reflects, regarding the afore:

His cousin or his kinfolk told me, said, if I come back 
here to work, Ward was going to call the police, so I hadn’t 
ever went back. (T. 41-42).

Donnie Ward Robinson testified that he owns Ward Livestock Auction in Paragould,

Arkansas.  Mr. Robinson described the nature of his business:

We’re a commission company.  People bring their cattle,
they back up, unload their cattle.  We tag their cattle, write their
name on an invoice and tags.  We pen the cattle.  We sell the 
cattle through the ring.  They go out the other side.  We pen the
cattle.  People come get their check for selling the cattle.  I’m 
just a commission company. (T. 43-44).

Mr. Robinson testified that he also hauls a bunch of cattle.  The testimony of Mr. Robinson
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reflects that he is the primary, “main employee of Ward Livestock Auction”.  Mr.  Robinson

acknowledged that he has other people working for him on a part-time basis:

On and off, different - - you don’t have to have very
many employees.  It’s just somebody to run them in, some-
body to pen them, somebody to load out, about the same people
every week. (T. 44).  

Ward Livestock Auction is not incorporated.  Regarding his acquaintance with the claimant, the

testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects:

He came.  I had seen him two (2) or three (3) times at my
sale.  And he came to me one day, and he said that he had lost his
business, and was about to lose his truck, and he needed a job.
And I told him, I would try to get him a job, or try to help him.  I 
think he came back another week or two, and finally I let him work 
there some.  And he said those people around Pocahontas and 
(inaudible), and he had a place where that he could get some cattle
for me, spotting cattle.  Everybody gets somebody to work different
areas on the southeast.  And he did, he brought me some cattle and
hauled cattle back.  So he started there and done a good job. (T. 45).

Mr. Robinson offered that he first met the claimant about a month before he came to work at the 

Livestock Auction.  Mr. Robinson continued regarding his initial contact with the claimant:

He said he had a bulldozer business, wanted to know if he
could - - I’ve got several farms rented here, if he could use his bull-
dozer on my farms.   And I told him I would tell the other people
and try to get him work before he lost his bulldozer, before he lost 
his business. (T. 46).

Mr. Robinson testified that the claimant eventually begin working for him on a part-time

basis.  Mr. Robinson testified that the claimant was not always at the sale barn every Saturday. 

With respect to his ability to observe the claimant while he worked at the sale barn, Mr. Robinson

testified:

No, he works - - I’m in the front.  There’s a wall, which
they’re coming in, a big gate coming in.  The gates are solid.  He
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worked in the back, and I worked in the ring, solid wall, so I 
couldn’t see what he was doing. (T. 46).

The testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects that at his location we would not have been able to

physically see the accident described by the claimant because of the solid wall.   Mr. Robinson

denies ever seeing the claimant get trampled by a cow.  Mr Robinson offered that he was at the

sale barn on Saturday, October 9, 2010, noting that he has never skipped a Saturday.  Regarding

any recollection he has of the claimant working at the sale barn on October 9, 2010, Mr.

Robinson testified:

I do not remember the date, except for the check that I
saw to say that he was there. (T. 47).

Mr. Robinson testified regarding the claimant’s job performance:

When he first went to work for us, he tried.  He didn’t 
know that much about cattle, I guess.  He said he had cattle, and 
he sold cattle there.  He done a good job on the start, and then I
think he was maybe taking pain pills or something that might 
have made it worse a little later. (T. 48).

Mr. Robinson testified that he does not recall the claimant reporting to him on or about

October 9, 2010, that he had been trampled by a cow.  Further, Mr. Robinson denied that the

claimant ever came to him and to report that in October 2010 he got stomped by a cow at the sale

barn:

No, sir, I’ve had the barn thirteen (13) years last April, 
and nobody has ever had to go to the doctor, nobody has got hurt,
I mean, knock on wood.  I guess we’ve been lucky.  Nobody has 
been hurt. (T. 48).

Mr. Robinson’s testimony reflects, regarding a conversation he had with the claimant after 

October 2010:

He said something about, one time about his shoulder
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hurt, and something about his bulldozer.  And I heard him say
something about one time he got hurt on his bulldozer, or fell off
his bulldozer, or something at one time. (T. 48-49).

Mr. Robinson testified that he has a policy of liability insurance in case somebody gets hurt.  Mr.

Robinson asserts that the claimant asked him to make a claim on the liability insurance policy:

He just asked me if I had liability insurance, and would it
pay if I went and I would turn it in saying he got hurt at the barn.
And I told him I wasn’t going to do it, because it would raise my 
insurance up.  I wanted to help him, you know, but I wasn’t going
to do that, because he didn’t get hurt there. (T. 49).

Mr. Robinson maintains that at the time of the above conversation the claimant had not said 

anything about getting trampled by a cow.  As to the claimant’s statement about getting hurt 

falling off a bulldozer, Mr. Robinson testified:

He just told me that he got hurt.  I don’t remember exactly
the way he said it.  He had got hurt running his bulldozer, fell off the
bulldozer, or something, when it was stuck or something, I don’t 
know. (T. 50).  

Mr. Robinson offered that as far as he knew that was never an injury sustained by the claimant at

the sale barn.  Mr. Robinson elaborated on his assessment of the claimant having “a problem with

pills”:

Well, it just seemed like he as kind of spaced out on 
pills sometimes, and he would go and be drinking beer in front
of the customers sometimes.  And I would have to tell him not 
to do that.  And he would offer pills, show us pills, which kinds
he had and all that, three or four different kinds of pills sometimes.
And I had told him to put them up, don’t be doing that in front of 
the customers.  And he would be dancing around sometimes, and 
that kind of - - it just got worse and worse. (T. 51).

Mr. Robinson maintains that he observed the claimant intoxicated while working for him in the 

sale barn.  Mr. Robinson continued regarding the afore:
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Four (4) or five (5) times maybe intoxicated and more on
the pills, acting funny, different.

I told him he can’t drink in front of the customers, and that
he needed to straighten up if he was going to work.  You can’t come
to work pilled up.  It just got worse and worse. (T. 52).

Mr. Robinson testified that the claimant offered him pills:

Oh, I’ve seen him two (2) or three (3) times with a pill bottle
and a handful of pills, and he would say, “These pills would make 
you feel good,” or something, and “What keeps me going,” or 
something. and he would take a handful of them. (T. 53).

Regarding the termination of the claimant’s employment relationship with the respondent, 

the testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects:

I sent him and Tommy to San Angelo, Texas with a load of
cows, and I was to meet them at Conway on Tuesday at the cattle 
auction when they come back through.  I was in a livestock arena 
buying cattle.  And a lady from the restaurant was coming in here
and say, “Your truck driver - - 

I had to go down to the restaurant.  He was under the table in
the restaurant. 

In the restaurant at Conway.  It’s a livestock auction.

I got him out from under the table.  People were coming out 
of the restaurant, and he was under the table intoxicated, on the floor, 
messed up.  And I took him out of to the truck.

He was down there [under the table] trying to clean up the
mess he made under the table.

He had vomited under the table in the restaurant, trying to 
clean it up.

I helped him clean up.  I took him out to the semi, put him 
the semi, and told him to stay in the sleeper, and told him he didn’t
work for me no more, and that was the end of it.  Tommy drove him
home.  I went on in my separate vehicle with my cattle and my truck.
I told him to never come around me.  It’s very embarrassing. 
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(T. 53-55).

Mr. Robinson’s testimony reflects that the termination of the claimant’s employment had nothing

to with any reporting of work accident/injury.  Adding regarding the termination:

I just got bad enough, the pills and the beer.  I can’t have
somebody working for me like that. (T. 56).

Mr. Robinson noted that the claimant continued working until December 4, 2010,

following the claimed accident of October 9, 2010.  Mr. Robinson denies observing the claimant

dragging his left arm or being unable to do anything after October 9, 2010:

No, I never noticed nothing.  He worked just like he 
always had . (T. 56).

Mr. Robinson testified that the gates at the sale barn are very heavy and most of them are made 

of metal.  With respect to his observation of the claimant having trouble, if any, doing his job at 

the sale barn after October 9, 2010, the testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects:

No, sir, you’re sticking one hand to work the cattle, and
you’re working the gates with the other hand, you’ve got to have
both hands to work livestock. (T. 57).

During cross-examination, Mr. Robinson confirmed that the claimant was able to do all

the duties required of him after October 9, 2010, and he was before that date, using both hands. 

Mr. Robinson acknowledged that he did not see any evidence or sign that the claimant had hurt

himself on a bulldozer before coming to work for respondent.  Mr. Robinson’s testimony reflects

that the claimant was able to use both arms seemingly normal.

Mr. Robinson’s testimony reflects the he first received notice that the claimant was

asserting that he got hurt being trampled by cattle two (2) to three (3) months prior to the

hearing.  Mr. Robinson acknowledged the presence of a pen where the scale are locate at the
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livestock barn, which he describes as ten (10 by twelve (12) scales.  Mr. Robinson testified

regarding the number of employees working in the area of the scale pen:

Sometimes one (1) man can do it, and sometimes two (2) 
people can do it, but you don’t get on the scales, because the cattle
are weighed.  The cattle are sold by pound, so we can’t be on the 
scales with them.  There’s a man standing outside the scale gate, 
opens the gate, the cattle come off the ten (10 by twelve (12) scales
and go down an alley.  There’s no reason to be on the scales. (T. 59).

Mr. Robinson confirmed that one (1) person could work behind the scales and do the job.

Because of the location of the wall the testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects that he could

not see the weighing pen area.  Regarding the employees working for respondent in October

2010, Mr. Robinson testified:

There’s no way I can tell you without looking at the checks.
There’s eight (8) or nine (9) people.  Some work, like some of them
got a feed store, some of them has got another ranch, some of them 
come to work, especially on a rainy day.  When there’s nothing else
they can do, they’ll come and work if they can.  I cannot tell you 
specifically who was working.  I can’t tell you who is going to work
Saturday, which is tomorrow. (T. 60-61).

In describing the nature of the work at the livestock barn, the testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects:  

Hard work some, and if there’s no cattle coming in, we’ll
sit around and talk a while.  It’s not hard work, no.  We don’t work-
work, steady work, no, we don’t. (T. 61).

The testimony of Mr. Robinson reflects that the last check written to the claimant was that

of December 4, 2010, covering the period from 12:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.  Mr. Robinson’s

testimony reflects, regarding the afore:

The time was there.  We don’t work all the time, sir, but,
yes, sir, that’s the time he would’ve been there either hauling or 
at the barn, one or the other. (T. 61).
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Mr. Robinson testified that the claimant was paid for hauling the load of cattle from San Angelo,

however that payment is not reflected in any of the checks in the record.  Mr. Robinson offered

regarding the afore:

I doubt it.  See, that going to San Angelo has nothing to 
do with the sale barn.  That’s my personal. (T. 62).

Mr. Robinson testified that the San Angelo trip occurred after December 4, 2010, although still in

December 2010.

Tommy Clowers testified that he has known Ward Robinson for five (5) or six (6) years. 

Mr. Clowers works part-time for Mr. Robinson.  Mr. Clowers explained that he works on the

farm and does not get paid by the livestock auction sale barn.  Mr. Clowers does work at the

auction.  Mr. Clowers’ testimony reflects that during the course of working for respondent in

2010, he became familiar with the claimant.

The testimony of Mr. Clowers reflects that he observed the claimant appear in an

intoxicated state several times while working at the auction barn.  Specifically, Mr. Clowers

testified, regarding the afore:

Well, one night we were in there.  Actually they were 
making bulls into steers.  And you cut a certain part off when 
you do that.  And he stuck one of them in his mouth, and - - 

Yes, sir.  You have to cut the testicle bag off, and he placed
the testicle bag in his mouth. (T. 66).

Mr. Clowers maintains that the claimant was intoxicated at the time of the above incident.  Mr.

Clowers testified that the reason he assessed the claimant as being intoxicated was because the

claimant was drinking beer and taking pills.  Mr. Clowers maintains that he saw the claimant

taking pills on several occasions during the time they were both employed by respondent. 
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As to whether he had concerns working with someone who was under the influence as he

maintains the claimant was on several occasions, Mr. Clowers responded:

Well, a lot of times I wouldn’t pay any attention, unless
I seen it, you know. (T. 69).

  Mr. Clowers testified that while the claimant never offered to sell him any pills, he did offer to

give him some.

Mr. Clowers did go with the claimant to haul a load of cattle from Texas on two (2)

occasions.  Regarding the last time he went to Texas with the claimant, Mr. Clowers’ testimony

reflects:

Well, we got back, and we had to stop by Conway.  And 
he got some beer out of somebody’s truck, and he got intoxicated.
He went to the restaurant, and the lady was about ready to call the 
cops on him.  And they cone down here to get him out, because he 
knocked stuff off the table, underneath the table.  It was pretty bad,
and that was the last time he worked with us. (T. 70).

Mr. Clowers testified that he heard Mr. Robinson tell the claimant not to come back to work at 

the barn.  Mr. Clowers does not recall the date of the last trip to Texas and the termination of the

claimant’s employment by Mr. Robinson.  

Mr. Clowers testified that he did not observe the claimant unable to physically perform his

job at the barn from October 2010 through the end of his employment with respondent.  Further,

Mr. Clowers denies ever hearing the claimant complaining of an injury.  Mr. Clowers testified that

he did hear the claimant say something about getting Mr. Robinson to pay for a surgery:

About he got hurt, and he was wanting to get help to 
pay for it. 

He said once he fell off his dozer. (T. 71-72).

Mr. Clowers was unable to testified when the conversation between the claimant and Mr. 
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Robinson took place or when the claimant said he fell off his bulldozer.

Mr. Clowers confirmed that he never saw the claimant having any difficulty performing his

job at the auction sale barn.  Mr. Clowers testified that he observed the claimant opening gates. 

Mr. Clowers denies ever hearing the claimant or anyone else at the auction talk about an incident

where a bull knocked the claimant down to the ground in October 2010.

Richard Phillips testified that he is self employed as the owner of a feed store.  Mr.

Phillips’ testimony reflects, regarding working for respondent in 2010, that he helped off and on

when he got a chance. (T. 75).  Mr. Phillips testified that he first became familiar with the

claimant when he stopped by his house one day wanting to sell him hay.  Regarding further

contact with the claimant, Mr. Phillips’ testimony reflects:

Oh, he would come by the house and, you know, stop and 
Get a little beer or something, and I would see him there, too, when 
he was up at the sale barn. (T. 76).

Mr. Phillips worked at the sale barn in October 2010, operating the scale gate.  Regarding 

his ability to hear an injury take place if someone was getting trampled by a cow in the scale 

room, Mr. Phillips testified:

Well, you would hear a tromping in the - - it’s got a wood
floor.  You would hear cows moving all the time. (T. 77).

Mr. Phillips denies that the claimant ever reported to him that he got trampled by a cow or that he 

was in serious need of some help in the scale room.  As to whether the claimant ever reported to 

him that he had been trampled by a cow, Mr. Phillips responded, “not that I remember”. (T. 77).  

At to whether he was working at the sale barm at the same time as the claimant in October 2010, 

Mr. Phillips testified:

Well, like I said, I’m there every chance I get.  Now, I don’t
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miss a whole lot, but there’s times I can’t be there, no. A lots of 
time I was there when Lee was there. (T. 77). 

Regarding his observation of the claimant performing his job at the sale barn after October 2010, 

Mr. Phillips testified regarding any limitations:

Nothing past normal aches and pains of the aging people.
I mean, I feel them, too. (T. 78).

Mr. Phillips’ testimony reflects, regarding injuries that the claimant has disclosed:

He said something once about falling off of the dozer.  He
had it back in there somewhere, and he had run a track off of the 
dozer or something.  He had come by the house one day and said
something about it, that he fell off and hit something or something,
I don’t know.  And he said he had had cancer or something at one 
time in his life. (T. 79).

Mr. Phillips testified that the claimant never relayed to him that he had ever been injured.  Mr.

Phillips testified that the claimant always had a bottle of pain medication.  As to seeing the

claimant take pain medicine, Mr. Phillips’ testimony reflects:

I’ve seen him take one (1), two (2), three (3), just whatever
kind of mood he was in at the moment. (T. 79).

The testimony of Mr. Phillips reflects that he saw the claimant around the sale barn appearing 

intoxicated.  Mr. Phillips added regarding the afore:

Yeah.  I mean, he - - today is the calmest I’ve ever seen
him. (T. 80).

During cross-examination Mr. Phillips testified that he was not aware that the claimant

was going to the doctor for his left shoulder.  Mr. Phillips further testified that the claimant never

reported to him that he was having problems with his left shoulder during the time he worked

with him at respondent.  Additionally, the testimony of Mr. Phillips reflects that the claimant never

exhibited any signs indicating he was having problems using his left arm during the afore period.
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During further direct examination, the claimant testified regarding the condition that he

suffered from which cause him to take pain mediation while employed by respondent:

Well, I have what you would call a chemotherapy, the 
headaches, and I’ve got a bad right knee. (T. 83).

The claimant contends that each of the witnesses to testify was present and observed the incident 

where he was trampled by the cow on October 9, 2010.  

During further cross-examination, the claimant testified regarding other individuals that 

witnessed the October 9, 2010, accident:

A.J., oh, and a man they called Frog.

There’s a whole - - there’s people in the stands I know.
There’s a great big fellow, and he said, “I was worried about 
you.” (T. 84).

The claimant asserts that his wife saw the aftermath of the injury to his back and shoulder.

The medical in the record reflects that the claimant was seen at Hines Medical Clinic on

October 11, 2010..  The October 11, 2011, clinic note regarding the claimant’s visit reflect, in

pertinent part:

Subjective:
CC:
1.   INJURY L SHOULDER D/T COW MAULING HIM SAT.

HPI:
Shoulder/Upper arm:

Denies: redness, previous injury, tingling/numbness.
Presents with 3-day history of left shoulder pain and 

loss of consciousness, after he was working with cows feeding
them, when a cow turned and charged him tossing him into the
air and falling onto his right shoulder then striking his head he
had loss of consciousness for about 30 seconds, no bleeding
from the ears nose no disorientation, no unilateral focality other
than pain to the left shoulder. 
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*       *       *

General Examination:
General appearance: NAD, pleasant, well nourished 

and hydrated.  Neck, Thyroid: supple, no thyromegaly, no
lymphadenopathy, no carotid bruit, neck full range of motion,
small abrasion noted about the C7 level.  Chest: normal shape
and expansion.  Heart: RSR, no murmurs.  Lungs: clear to 
auscultation.  Abdomen: soft, NT/ND, no HSM, BS present 
all quads.  Neurologic Exam: PERRLA, EOMI.  Skin: normal, 
no rash, good turgor. Peripheral pulses: normal (2+) bilaterally.
Extremities: edema to left upper shoulder with ecchymosis 
extending from the upper shoulder to elbow, for range of motion
of the elbow and hand but unable to raise the arm above shoulder
height secondary to pain.

Assessment:
1.   HEAD INJURY NOS - 959.01 (PRIMARY)
2.   Joint pain, shoulder - 719.41

Plan:
1.  HEAD INJURY NOS Continue Vicodin ES tablet,   . . 
Diagnostic Imaging: CT Scan: Head, without contrast   .    .   .

2.  Joint pain, shoulder
Diagnostic Imaging: xray shoulder .     .   (CX #1, p. 1-2).

The claimant underwent the recommended diagnostic studies, MRI scan of the left upper

extremity, at Arkansas Methodist Medical Center on November 1, 2010.  The radiology report

regarding the afore reflects, in pertinent part:

This is a 52 y/o with left shoulder pain.  He was stomped by a 
cow 10-6-10 and has pain in the left shoulder lateral aspect.

*       *        *

Prominent degenerative change of the acromioclavicular joint
is identified with inflammatory change and spur formation 
from the volar aspect of the A/C joint produces impingement
on the supraspinatus muscle/tendon junction.  Areas of abnormal
signal are identified in the supraspinatus muscle/tendon junction
and along the course of the tendon towards its insertion. Joint 
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effusion is prominent.  Marrow edema in the posterior aspect of
the humeral head is identified. Bice ps tendon is normally 
positioned. Glenoid labrum I believe to intact.

OPINION: Prominent degenerative change of the A/C joint and
acromion producing impingement Tear in the rotator cuff multiple
areas of the supraspinatus muscle/tendon junction and tendon.
Marrow edema humeral head probably post traumatic.
Prominent joint effusion. (CX #1, p. 3).

On November 9, 2010, the claimant was evaluated by Dr. Ron D. Schechter, a Paragould

orthopedic surgeon, pursuant to a request of Dr. John Hines, relative to his left shoulder pain. 

The November 9, 2010, clinic note regarding the afore visit reflects, in pertinent part:

He is right-hand dominant.  He still actively working, but describes
that he is “ate up with arthritis all over” and has had multiple issues
related to stomach cancer and is trying to get on disability area he 
presents today for evaluation of a left shoulder problem.  He 
reports that his shoulder was previously well without any 
significant problems.  Then on October 9, 2010 he was working 
with some cattle and got flipped over and trampled by the cattle.  
He had shoulder pain after that.  He saw his primary care physician 
who did some x-rays which reportedly showed on serious injury.  
He was treated conservatively with activity modification and oral 
medications without improvement.  He followed up with the 
primary care physician and was sent for an MRI scan and then here
for further evaluation.  Currently, he reports just a minimal amount
of improvement in his pain.  His pain is generalized around the 
anterolateral shoulder and radiates into the upper arm.  No radiation
of pain distally. No numbness or tingling.  The patient denies any
other associated symptoms.
Aggravating factors are any exertional activities, overhead activities.
The symptoms are relieved with rest.

Past Medical History

Includes:  - Anxiety - Arthritis - Cancer - Depression  - Diabetes 
Mellitus

*       *       * 

Comments: Taking medication for diabetes, depression and 
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anxiety. Benign colon/rectal cancer, has a colostomy and treated 
with radiation and chemo in 2004.  Patient says no cancer now.

Surgical History

Includes: Right knee scope, Nose fracture, Colon resection and 
colostomy; Right ring finger tendon repair

*       *       *

X-Rays
The patient had x-rays from the hospital taken October 11, 2010
which showed on visible fracture or acute injury.  He was noted 
to have a type III acromion that the anterior hoop of the acromion 
pointing down into the subacromial space.  The patient also had 
an MRI scan done on November 1.  The MRI scan shows 
degenerative changes of the a.c. joint with spurring inferiorly 
towards the rotator cuff with direct impingement on the rotator
cuff.  There’s also fluid down into the subacromial space 
consistent with bursitis.  There is abnormal signal in the 
rotator cuff suggestive of some partial thickness tearing and 
abrasion of the cuff - it appears that the least 50% of the 
tendon superficially is torn.

Assessment and Plan

Diagnosis
Pain in joint, shoulder
Osteoarthrosis lclzd prn, shoulder
Syndrome, rotator cuff NOS
Tendinitis, calicifying, shoulder

Had a long discussion with the patient and his wife about his 
problem and the risks, benefits, and options of treatment.  He 
appears to have an underlying type III acromion which set him 
up to get subacromial impingement problems with a narrow 
subacromial space.  He also seems to have some underlying a.c. 
joint arthropathy and likely has been abrading his rotator cuff for 
some time.  Now, there appears to be inflammation consistent with 
bursitis and rotator cuff tendinitis and he appears to have at least 
a partial thickness rotator cuff tear which appears to be quite large 
in diameter involving about 50% of the thickness of the tendon and 
back to thirds of the way from the insertion to the glenoid.  We 
discussed treatment options including observation, steroid injection, 
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therapy, and surgery. I was realistic with the patient that I concerned
that if this was left without surgical treatment, he would get 
progressively worse and develop a large full-thickness rotator cuff
tear and could lose more function.  I was realistic with surgery I 
could decrease the impingement issues and clean out his a.c. joint
and could try to repair his rotator cuff, but I might need a graft and
even if we can restore the integrity of his rotator cuff, and may never
function is normal muscle again.  In other words, I was realistic with
him that with surgery he might get pain relief, but it would be un-
predictable whether or not he might regain good motion and strength
and potentially may not gain any motion or strength at all because of 
the damage of his rotator cuff he voiced understanding.  He said that
he’s trying to get disability right now and does not want to proceed 
with surgery.  He requested a subacromial injection for now and 
home exercise program.  He will call if he ever want to try therapy 
or surgery.  If he wants to try therapy, we will make arrangements 
to do so over the phone.  If he want to do surgery, we will make sure
he stops any aspirin or nonsteroidals, including his meloxicam,
and bring him in for a 30 minute preoperative appointment to 
discuss plans for diagnostic arthroscopy with open subacromial 
decompression, sistal clavicle excision, and rotator cuff repair with
graft if needed. (CX #1, p.4 -6).

The medical in the record reflects that the claimant was seen in follow-up by Dr. Schechter on

January 11, 2011, and reported that his shoulder was worsening.  The report reflects that the

claimant relayed that he was ready to proceed with surgery.(CX #1, p. 8-10). 

On January 19, 2011, the claimant was admitted to Arkansas Methodist Hospital under

the care of Dr. Schecther and underwent surgery for the left shoulder subacromial impingement

with rotator cuff tear. (CX #1, p. 11-13).   The claimant was seen in follow-up by Dr. Schecter on

January 27, 2011.  The report of the visit reflects that the claimant was doing well and reported

that his pain was improving from the surgery everyday. (CX #1,p. 14).  

The claimant was again seen by Dr. Schecter in follow-up on March 10, 2011.  The clinic

note regarding the March 10, 2011, follow-up visit reflects, in pertinent part:

He reports that he’s doing much better.  He has drastically less 
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pain now than he did before surgery.  Now he just has some mild
aching discomfort with extremes of motion which is improving.
Both his pain and motion are improving with therapy.  No real 
problems.  He’s very pleased with results of surgery so far.

*       *       *

Assessment and Plan

*       *       *

Overall, he seems to be doing well.  He’s had dramatic improvement
in his pain.  He’s making good steady progress with his motion.  He’s
going to continue with physical therapy for aggressive motion and 
will start strength training at three-month mark.  I will see him back 
in about 4 ½ months to check his progress. (CX #1, p. 17).

After a thorough consideration of all of the evidence in the record, to include the

testimony of the witnesses, review of the medical records and other documentary evidence,

application of the appropriate statutory provisions and applicable case law, I make the following:

FINDINGS

1. The respondent employed the requisite number of employees to bring its 

operation, Ward’s Livestock Auction, within the purview and jurisdiction of the Arkansas

Workers’ Compensation Commission, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (11)(A).

2. On October 9, 2010, the respondent did not have in place a policy of workers’ 

compensation insurance in place, nor was it an authorized self-insured employer, but rather an

uninsured employer.

3. On October 9, 2010, the employee-employer relationship existed between the 

parties, during which time the claimant earned an average weekly wage of $42.00, which

generates weekly compensation benefit rates of $28.00/$21.00, for temporary total/permanent

partial disability.  
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4. On October 9, 2010, the claimant sustained an injury to his left shoulder arising 

out of and in the course of his employment with respondent which rendered him temporarily

totally disabled for the period commencing January 11, 2011, and continuing through May 11,

2011.    

5. The respondent shall pay all reasonable hospital and medical expenses arising out 

of the injury of October 9, 2010.

6. The respondent has controverted this claim in its entirety.

CONCLUSIONS

The claimant contends that while within the course and scope of his employment with 

respondent on October 9, 2010, he suffered an injury to his left shoulder which required medical

treatment and rendered him totally incapacitated from engaging in gainful employment for a

period of time.  The claimant seeks corresponding temporary total disability and medical benefits

along with controverted attorney fees.  The respondent denies that the claimant sustained an

injury while working for same.

The present claim is one governed by the provisions of Act 796 of 1993, in that the

claimant asserts entitlement to workers’ compensation benefits as a result of an injury having been

sustained subsequent to the effective date of the afore provision.

Compensability

The evidence in the record reflects that the claimant worked for respondent for the period

commencing March 20, 2010 through December 4, 2010. (RX #1).  The claimant asserts that he

suffered an injury to his left shoulder on October 9, 2010, while within the course and scope of his

employment with respondent.  
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In the present claim, the claimant asserts that he suffered a compensable injury as a result

of a specific incident.  In order to prove a compensable injury as a result of a specific incident

which is identifiable by time and place of occurrence, th e claimant must establish by a

preponderance of the evidence: 1) an injury arising out of and in the course of employment; 2)

that the injury caused internal or external harm to the body which required medical services or

resulted in disability or death; 3) medical evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (16), establishing the injury; and 4) that the injury was caused by a

specific incident and identifiable by time and place of occurrence. Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102

(4)(A)(i) (Repl. 2002).  Should the claimant fail to establish by a preponderance of the evidence

any of the requirements for establishing the compensability of the claim, compensation must be

denied.  Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).

The medical in the record documents the claimant’s prior health issues and the treatment

received in connection with same.  There is no showing of the claimant having received treatment,

medical or otherwise, for complaints relative to his left shoulder prior to him employment with

respondent.  The claimant’s prior employment history reflects a period of self-employment as the

owner/operator of Lee’s Bulldozing.  The evidence preponderates that at the time the claimant

commenced his employment with respondent he did not demonstrate or have evidence of any

physical limitations or restrictions relative to his upper extremities.  The claimant is right hand

dominant.

While the witnesses on behalf of the respondent testified that the claimant relayed having

hurt his shoulder fall off of his bulldozer and requesting that respondent pay for surgery in

connection with the treatment of same, they nevertheless maintained that the claimant never
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evidenced any physical limitation or restrictions in discharging his employment duties throughout

his employment with respondent, either before or after October 9, 2010.  The claimant was seen

by his primary treating physician on October 11, 2010, and relayed a history of the October 9,

2010, work-related injury/accident of being knocked up in the air by cattle and landing on his left

shoulder, necessitating the medical treatment.  

In addition to corroborating the claimant’s account of the October 9, 2010, work-related

accident, the medical records reflect the presence of objective finding establishing the injury, as

reflected in the November 1, 2010, MRI of the claimant’s left shoulder and findings during the

claimant’s general examination on October 11, 2010.  The claimant has been consistent in the

history of the injury as related to medical providers.  While it is undisputed that prominent 

degenerative changes were noted in the claimant’s AC joint, a pre-existing disease or infirmity

does not disqualify a claim if the employment aggravated, accelerated, or combined with the

disease or infirmity to produce the disability for which compensation is sought. Heritage Baptist

Temple v. Robison, 82 Ark. App. 460, 120 S.W.3d 150 (2003);  St. Vincent Medical Center v.

Brown, 53 Ark. App. 30, 917 S.W.2d 550 (1996).  In workers’ compensation law, the employer

takes the employee as he finds him, and employment circumstances that aggravate pre-existing

conditions are compensable. Nashville Livestock Commission v. Cox, 302 Ark. 69, 787 S.W.2d

64 (1990).     The claimant has sustained his burden of proof by a preponderance of the credible

evidence that he sustained an injury to his left shoulder on October 9, 2010, within the course and

scope of his employment that is supported by objective medical findings, which cause internal

harm and required medical services.  Respondent has controverted this claim in its entirety.

Medical Treatment
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In the present claim, the evidence reflects that the claimant’s primary care physician was

the Hines Medical Clinic.  There is no showing in the evidence in the record that the claimant

sought or required medical treatment relative to his left shoulder prior to October 9, 2010. 

Following the claimant’s accidental injury of October 9, 2010, he first sought medical treatment in

connection with his left shoulder pain on October 11, 2010.  As noted above, the claimant recited

a history to the October 9, 2010, work-related accident as the basis for his left shoulder complaint

and need for medical treatment.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 (a) (Repl. 2002), mandates that the employer shall promptly

provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee.  What constitutes reasonably necessary

medical treatment is a question of fact for the Commission. Dalton v. Allen Engineering Co., 66

Ark. App. 201, 989 S.W.2d 543 (1999).  In the present claim, conservative treatment measures

were undertaken, however proved ineffective.  The claimant subsequently underwent surgery in

the treatment of his left shoulder injury, which proved effective in reducing his symptoms.  The

evidence preponderated that the treatment rendered to the claimant in connection with his

compensable left shoulder injury was reasonably necessary.  Respondent is liable for the cost of

the afore treatment.  Respondent has controverted this claim in its entirety.

Temporary Total Disability

The claimant suffered a compensable unscheduled injury on October 9, 2010.  The

evidence in the record reflects that the claimant continued working for respondent through

December 4, 2010.  Further, there is credible evidence in the record that the claimant performed

employment duties subsequent to December 4, 2010, and that his employment with respondent
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was terminated following an incident in Conway after the claimant had hauled a load of cattle

from San Angelo, Texas. 

Temporary total disability for unscheduled injuries is that period within the healing period

in which claimant suffers a total incapacity to earn wages. Ark. State Highway & Transportation

Department v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392 (1981).  A claimant’s healing period

has not ended when treatment is being administered for the healing and alleviation of the

condition. J.A. Riggs Tractor Co. v. Etzkorn, 30 Ark. App. 200, 785 S.W.2d 51 (1990).  

In the present claim, the evidence reflects that while the claimant remained within his

healing period subsequent to the October 9, 2010, compensable injury, he also continued to earn

wages in the employment of respondent.  The evidence reflects that the claimant’s employment

was terminated by respondent subsequent to December 4, 2010, because of misconduct.  The

claimant elected to pursue surgical treatment of his left shoulder injury on January 11, 2011, at

which time he was rendered totally incapacitated from engaging in gainful employment.  The

claimant again secured employment on May 11,2011, though still within his healing period.  The

claimant has sustained his burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence that he was within

his healing period and totally incapacitated from engaging in gainful employment for the period

beginning January 11, 2011, and continuing through May 11, 2011, as a result of the October 9,

2010, compensable injury.  The respondent has controverted this claim in its entirety.

AWARD

The respondent is herein ordered and directed to pay to the claimant temporary total

disability benefits at the weekly compensation benefit rate of $28.00, for the period beginning

January 11, 2011 and continuing through May 11, 2011, as a result of the October 9, 2010,
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compensable injury.  Said sums accrued shall be paid in lump without discount. 

The respondent is further ordered and directed to pay all reasonably necessary medical

hospital, nursing and other apparatus expenses growing out of and in connection with the

treatment of the October 9, 2010, compensable injury of the claimant, pursuant to Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-508 (a) (Repl. 2002).

Maximum attorney fees are herein awarded to the claimant’s attorney on the controverted

indemnity benefits herein awarded, pursuant Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715.

This award shall bear interest at the legal rate, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-809, until 

paid.

Matters not addressed herein, to include issues of permanency, are expressly reserved.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________________________
 Andrew L Blood, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 


